Shatter (Phoenix Rising)

Swans gutsy, jaw-dropping style will have readers talking! --New York Times bestselling
author Larissa Ione Joan Swan writes riveting twists and turns like no one else!--New York
Times bestselling author Stephanie TylerFor seven years, Halina Beloi has been in hiding. But
shes never forgotten Mitch Foster, the long, lean man she had to leave behind. Until, that is,
Mitch shows up with a list of questions and a 9mm in his hand. All Mitch knows is that Halina
broke his heart and disappeared. But new information has surfaced implicating her as a player
in the deadliest game of Mitchs life. This time, hes not letting go without answers. Now terror,
danger and heat will fuse them together or shatter the future. . .
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